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ABSTRACT

An experiment to test the effect of charged Higgs exchange in T decay is proposed.

It-is pointed out that in the decay T- ‘0+ z+ + T- + w the effect due to Higgs exchange.- .I(
can be obtained by observing the angular distribution of the T- in the’rest frame of the

7rr- + TO. For each value of invariant mass of the T- + 7r” system, the x- must have a

unique p-wave angular distribution independent of the strong interaction if it is due to

W- exchange alone. Any s-wave interference with this p-wave angular distribution can

be attributed to the scalar exchange.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the Standard Model’ there is one neutral Higgs particle and no charged ones. In

most other models2-4 charged Higgs-particles are required. Thus the discovery of effects
- -

due to a charged Higgs will demonstrate that the Standard Model-needs to be revised.

In this paper we propose an experiment to test the effects of charged Higgs exchange

through two r-decay modes of 7. In the Standard Model the decay r- + V, + 7r- + 7r”

proceeds via W- exchange as shown in Fig. l(a). If a charged Higgs exists, it can also

proceed via H- exchange as shown in Fig. l(b).
.

This channel was chosen for the following reasons:

1. It has a relatively simple structure to be analyzed experimentally; both r- and r”

(4 27) can be identified and momentum analyzed.

2. 7r-+7r” state via W- exchange can be either J’= l- or O+. But the state Jp = O-

is forbidden because the vector current is conserved.5 Thus the existence of a O+

state for 7r- + 7r” from 7- decay must go through something other than W-. The
. x-r0 IV- and K-T’ H--vertex form factors are functions of q2 = (41 + 4~)~ only.

Thus in the rest frame of ~1 + q2 for a given value of q2, the pIwave due to ‘k-

exchange has a unique angular distribution:

2
cos2  8 + ,:” q2 ’ (1-l)

where 0 is the angle between 7rlr- and r- in the rest frame of q1 +q2. This distribution

is independent of form factors coming from the strong interaction. The effects of

adding the Higgs exchange is to add an s-wave term a(q2) and the interference
- term b(q2) cos 19 to Eq. (1.1); thus Eq. (1.1) is changed into:

2
cos2 0 +

,?4 q2
+ u(q2) + b(q2) cm8 * (14

The functions u(q2) and b(q2) depend upon the details of the strong interaction,

as well as the Higgs mass mH and the coupling constants of Higgs to TV, and to
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- -

the quarks. The a(q2) is probably too small to be observable because it comes

from the square of the Higgs exchange term [see Fig. l(b)]. With the proposed

Tau-Charm Factory,g one is supposed to get more than lo7 r events, and thus one

should be able to observe b(q2) even if it is as small as 10e2.

CALCULATIONS

Let us denote the matrix element for the W exchange diagram, Fig. l(a), by:

Mw = fdP2> 2@ - 75) u(p1) Fw(q2) ) (2-l)

wherep = ql --2, q = ql +q2 ad J’w(q2) is a function of q2 representing the effect due

to the W propagator and the p-wave 7r7r  form factor. The matrix element for the Higgs

exchange, Fig. l(b), can be written as:

MH ti %2> +I) FH(q2) , (2.2)

where FH (q2) is a function of q2 representing the effect due to the Higgs propagator and.- .m.
the s-wave 7r7r form factor. The decay rate can then be written as:

r (T- + u, + 7r- + 7T”) = LA-J!kJECJ$2m, (2~) (2.3)
x 64h -P2-ql--2) lMw+MH12 ,

where

Fll =  ; w4 +  4 (1+ 75) ~~,$(l - 75)

= 2 (q2 _ 4m2.) cm: - q212
[

2

q2
cos2 0 +

,:” q2 ’1 (2.5)
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=m2,-q2 ,

FlO =  ; Tr ($1 +  7%) (1+ 75) $#2

P-6)

= -mrdG Cm$J2)  cose ) - (2.7)

where 8 is the angle between p1 and q, in the rest frame of q = q1 + 42. Frr, FOCI and
Fro are independent of the detail of strong interaction; they come only from properties
of angular momenta of the r-r0 system.

From Eqs. (2.4) through (2.7) we see that u(q2) and b(q2) of Eq. (1.2) are given by:

4q2) = q2 IFHI2
2 (q2 -4mz) (rnz - q2) IFwj2 ’

and

-2Re(F$FH)  m,@
b(q2) k dn(rng  -q2) IFw12 . (2.9)I -(

(2.8)

Now the functions FH and Fw are dependent on the strong interactions and the detail
of the Higgs mechanism. The u(q2) is probably too small to be observable because it is
proportional to IFHI~  / IFw12.  The b(q2)  is proportional to FH/Fw,  so let us concentrate
on this term. Equation (2.9) shows that b(q2)  is large when q2 + mz.  Since the r+r”
system is charged, it cannot be in 1 = 0 state. Also, the s-wave r+r” system cannot be
in I = 1 state because it must obey Bose statistics; thus it must have 1 = 2. We do not
see any resonance having these quantum numbers, so we may assume that FH is mostly
real. Fw is dominated by p. At the peak of the resonance, Fw is purely imaginary;
hence, b(q2) is small at the p peak.

In order to see how b(q2) may behave, let us assume that Fw is dominated6 by p, and
FH is a simple H exchange with a reasonable form factor assumed for the TX system:

Fw = grvp gpxr
1

(ql + q2)2 - m; + ir, mp ’
(2.10)
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where gprx is related6 to the p width by:

&(q2) = !i& J$p (l-!$)3’2  .

- -

From

rp [rnz =

we have

(0.77 GeV)2] = 0.153 GeV ,

The grvp can be obtained either.

of 7 + v, + p.

The partial decay width of T

r(T + p- + u) =

(2.11)

Qp** = 6.088 . (2.12)

from e+e- + p using CVC, or from the partial width

+ u, + p is given by7:

!gz$ (1&)2 (l+g2 ) (2.13)

ryT + all) B(+ --+ p- + V)

6.582 x 1O-25 GeV
3.04 x 10-13

x 0.223

0.4828 x lo-l2 GeV .

From which we obtain:

grup = 1.13 x 1o-6 .

Combining Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14) we obtain:

(2.14)

9sup 9pmr = 6.88 x 1o-6 ) (2.15)

which is very close to the value given by CVC and the vector dominance,*

9rup 9pxx = nt: GF cosOc = 6.73 x  10m6 . (2.16)
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The form factor for the Higgs, FH, is highly model-dependent and almost nothing

about it is known. In the Standard Model,’ the Higgs-particle is coupled to the lepton

or quark with coupling constant proportional to the mass of the lepton or quark:

-. -
m; 2314 d--Gf ’ (2.17)

where m; is the mass of the lepton or quark to which the Higgs is coupled, and GF =

1.166 x 10m5 GeVW2 is the Fermi coupling constant. In some non-standard theory,213s4

the Iliggs coupling can be proportional to the mass of the heaviest lepton, m,, or the

heaviest quark, mt, depending upon whether it is coupled to leptons or quarks. In this

case, the Higgs-particle does not necessarily couple more favorably to heavier particles,

and &(q2) can be written as:

GF mr mt ms

m2H
, (2.18)

where the Higgs mass comes-from the propagator of the Higgs-particle, m, represents

some strong interaction mass in order to make-a(q2) and b(q2) in Eqs. (2.8) and t2.9)

dimensionless. From Eqs. (2.10), (2.16) and (2.18), we see that b(q2) = O(m,mt/m‘&) -

and u(q2) = O(rn: mf/mk). Since cos 13 in Eq. (1.2) integrates to zero, b(q2) does not -

contribute to the total rate of r- + vr + r- + 7r ‘. A limit on the magnitude of u(q2) can

be obtained by comparing the experimental rate of r- + v.,+7r-+7r” and the prediction’

of CVC. The difference could be as large as 4%. However, the rate of r- + Y, + r- + T’

is dominated by the p resonance peak where u(q2) is small. Thus, in the nonresonance

region, u(q2) could be as large as 10% and b(q2) could be as large as 30%.

In conclusion, the proposed Tau-Charm Factory9 can be used to investigate the-
detailed structure of the charged Higgs effect using the decay mode r- + V~ + 7r- + r”

described above.
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for T- + I/~ + T- + x0 via W- and H- exchanges.


